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A recreational vehicle, also known as an RV or a A recreational vehicle, also known as an RV or a 

camper, can be a worthwhile investment for people who camper, can be a worthwhile investment for people who 
want to travel at their leisure. RVs offer the benefit of want to travel at their leisure. RVs offer the benefit of 
traversing the open road without having to sacrifice the traversing the open road without having to sacrifice the 
comforts of home. comforts of home. 

The RV market has been hot over the last couple of The RV market has been hot over the last couple of 
years as people have looked to RVing as a safe way to years as people have looked to RVing as a safe way to 
travel. According to the RV Industry Association, ship-travel. According to the RV Industry Association, ship-
ments of travel trailers and motorhomes were expected ments of travel trailers and motorhomes were expected 
to hit their highest level on record in 2021, with more to hit their highest level on record in 2021, with more 
than 533,000 units sold by year-end.than 533,000 units sold by year-end.

Sizable purchases are seldom easy, and purchasing an Sizable purchases are seldom easy, and purchasing an 
RV is no exception. In addition to choosing the right ve-RV is no exception. In addition to choosing the right ve-
hicle, RV owners must learn maintenance, how to drive hicle, RV owners must learn maintenance, how to drive 
a large vehicle, towing, and campsite etiquette. Buying a large vehicle, towing, and campsite etiquette. Buying 
an RV is a long-term investment. These pointers can an RV is a long-term investment. These pointers can 
help the purchase go smoothly.help the purchase go smoothly.

New or used?New or used?
Purchasing a used RV can help people save money. Purchasing a used RV can help people save money. 

However, upgrades and repairs may be costly. New RVs However, upgrades and repairs may be costly. New RVs 
have the latest technology and no risk of prior wear and have the latest technology and no risk of prior wear and 
tear. Insurance premiums will be higher for a new vehi-tear. Insurance premiums will be higher for a new vehi-
cle, and a new purchase can be expensive depending on cle, and a new purchase can be expensive depending on 
the features chosen.the features chosen.

Figure out features and sizeFigure out features and size
Take a hard look at what you are seeking in a camper. Take a hard look at what you are seeking in a camper. 

Do you want something that is just an alternative to tent Do you want something that is just an alternative to tent 
camping? Are you interested in an RV that can sleep a camping? Are you interested in an RV that can sleep a 
crowd? Do you have a tow hitch and a vehicle capa-crowd? Do you have a tow hitch and a vehicle capa-
ble of towing an RV? These questions and more will ble of towing an RV? These questions and more will 
determine the style and size of the RV that’s right for determine the style and size of the RV that’s right for 
you. Class A RVs are large, bus-shaped rigs between 20 you. Class A RVs are large, bus-shaped rigs between 20 
and 45 feet in length. Class B are sleeper vans and are and 45 feet in length. Class B are sleeper vans and are 
smaller than Class A. Class C rigs offer size but drive-smaller than Class A. Class C rigs offer size but drive-
ability and are built into a regular truck chassis. For ability and are built into a regular truck chassis. For 
trailer-style RVs, the options are foldable trailers, travel trailer-style RVs, the options are foldable trailers, travel 
trailers, toy haulers, and fifth wheel trailers. They vary trailers, toy haulers, and fifth wheel trailers. They vary 
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in size and features; but you’ll need a truck to tow them.in size and features; but you’ll need a truck to tow them.

Usage frequencyUsage frequency
When considering an RV, think about how often it When considering an RV, think about how often it 

will be used and where it will be stored when not in use. will be used and where it will be stored when not in use. 
Garage storage may be challenging on a larger rig, and Garage storage may be challenging on a larger rig, and 
some housing communities frown upon parking RVs in some housing communities frown upon parking RVs in 
driveways. This may affect the size you choose as well driveways. This may affect the size you choose as well 
as the features you need, according to KOA, the RV as the features you need, according to KOA, the RV 
camp site leader.camp site leader.

Secure financingSecure financing
As with other vehicles, shop around for the best rates As with other vehicles, shop around for the best rates 

on financing; you don’t necessarily need to go with the on financing; you don’t necessarily need to go with the 
dealer. Also, when buying a trade-in or used rig, hire dealer. Also, when buying a trade-in or used rig, hire 
a third-party inspector to go over systems to ensure a third-party inspector to go over systems to ensure 
they’re in working order.they’re in working order.

These are just a few things to consider when looking These are just a few things to consider when looking 
to purchase an RV. Buyers should do their homework to to purchase an RV. Buyers should do their homework to 
get a vacation vehicle that fits their needs and budgets.  get a vacation vehicle that fits their needs and budgets.  
TF222689TF222689

For RV enthusiasts, few if any means of traveling can For RV enthusiasts, few if any means of traveling can 
compare with hitting the open road in an RV. Travel compare with hitting the open road in an RV. Travel 
enthusiasts who have never before traveled in an RV enthusiasts who have never before traveled in an RV 
might be intrigued by that enthusiasm and the freedom might be intrigued by that enthusiasm and the freedom 
that comes with hitting the open road without having that comes with hitting the open road without having 
to worry about hotel costs and checkout times. Though to worry about hotel costs and checkout times. Though 
those are great reasons to consider traveling in an RV, those are great reasons to consider traveling in an RV, 
vacationers should build fuel costs into their travel vacationers should build fuel costs into their travel 
budgets. That’s because RVs typically do not get great budgets. That’s because RVs typically do not get great 
gas mileage. According to the online RV resource RVs-gas mileage. According to the online RV resource RVs-
hare.com, the cost of gas for an RV can be hard to pre-hare.com, the cost of gas for an RV can be hard to pre-
dict, as fuel prices can fluctuate wildly depending on dict, as fuel prices can fluctuate wildly depending on 
the time of year and where people are when they need the time of year and where people are when they need 
to gas up their RVs. However, predicting the gas mile-to gas up their RVs. However, predicting the gas mile-
age an RV gets is a little simpler, and RVshare notes age an RV gets is a little simpler, and RVshare notes 
that typically depends on which type of RV travelers that typically depends on which type of RV travelers 
are using. For example, class A RVs, which typically are using. For example, class A RVs, which typically 
feature a flat vertical front and large windows, may only feature a flat vertical front and large windows, may only 
get about six to eight miles per gallon. Class C RVs are get about six to eight miles per gallon. Class C RVs are 
typically built on a truck chassis and get better gas mile-typically built on a truck chassis and get better gas mile-
age than Class A RVs, averaging somewhere between age than Class A RVs, averaging somewhere between 
10 and 13 miles per gallon. It’s important to note that 10 and 13 miles per gallon. It’s important to note that 
these figures are just estimates. Difficult terrain, such as these figures are just estimates. Difficult terrain, such as 
steep mountains, can reduce gas mileage even further. steep mountains, can reduce gas mileage even further. 
Despite the sticker shock they may experience at the Despite the sticker shock they may experience at the 
pump, travelers interested in RVs should not let that de-pump, travelers interested in RVs should not let that de-
ter them from climbing into an RV and hitting the open ter them from climbing into an RV and hitting the open 
road. The cost of fueling up may not exceed the cost of road. The cost of fueling up may not exceed the cost of 
lodging, which RV travelers won’t need. And RV driv-lodging, which RV travelers won’t need. And RV driv-
ers can save even more money by cooking their own ers can save even more money by cooking their own 
meals in the kitchens or kitchenettes that are standard in meals in the kitchens or kitchenettes that are standard in 
most RVs.  FC219219most RVs.  FC219219

Fuel costs are Fuel costs are 
worth considering worth considering 
when planning to when planning to 
travel in an RVtravel in an RV
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Stop by and see us to make 
your camping trip a real 

catch!

* Live Bait
*Mulch by the Scoop
*Fresh Produce all Summer 
  (Grown Locally)

*Mulch by the Scoop

Historic Pathway US 50 
Milian IN (Elrod)

513-404-6128

Grandpa’s Live Bait

1321 S Adams St.Versailles
(812) 689-6697

Auto • Home • Farm • Business
Quotes Always Free - Contact Us Today

www.hollandinsagency.com

ashley@hollandinsagency.com
Contact us for your  RV insurance needs.
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1004 S.
Adams St.
Versailles
812 689-1182

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

Versailles

OPEN: 8:00 AM - 9 PM
7 DAYS A WEEK

• Camp Firewood Available • Bakery
• Meat Dept. • Deli • Full Line Grocery

• Fresh Cut Meat
• Daily Lunch Specials

• Fried Chicken Everyday

Whether it’s the welcoming weather or Whether it’s the welcoming weather or 
the chance to follow a favorite football team the chance to follow a favorite football team 
or, of course, the awe-inspiring foliage, fall or, of course, the awe-inspiring foliage, fall 
compels many people to hit the open road. compels many people to hit the open road. 
A car or truck might suffi ce for a day trip A car or truck might suffi ce for a day trip 
or weekend getaway, but those who want to or weekend getaway, but those who want to 
travel more extensively often do so in an RV.travel more extensively often do so in an RV.

Recreational vehicles, or RVs, provide a Recreational vehicles, or RVs, provide a 
taste of home away from home for millions taste of home away from home for millions 
of people every year. RVs allow people to of people every year. RVs allow people to 
visit even the most remote locations without visit even the most remote locations without 
having to worry about fi nding food or lodg-having to worry about fi nding food or lodg-
ing. As welcoming as the interior of an RV ing. As welcoming as the interior of an RV 
can be, it’s also easy for fi rst-time RV drivers can be, it’s also easy for fi rst-time RV drivers 
to feel a little intimidated. RVs are the larg-to feel a little intimidated. RVs are the larg-
est vehicles many people will ever operate, est vehicles many people will ever operate, 
and even long-time drivers will likely need and even long-time drivers will likely need 
some time to adjust. That adjustment period some time to adjust. That adjustment period 
can go smoothly if drivers take steps to grow can go smoothly if drivers take steps to grow 
more comfortable behind the wheel before more comfortable behind the wheel before 
embarking on their trips.embarking on their trips.

• Recognize that practice makes perfect. A • Recognize that practice makes perfect. A 
cross country RV trip is a dream vacation for cross country RV trip is a dream vacation for 
many people, but drivers must learn to crawl many people, but drivers must learn to crawl 
before they can walk. RVs are much bigger before they can walk. RVs are much bigger 
and heavier than cars and trucks, and practice and heavier than cars and trucks, and practice 
runs can help drivers grow acclimated to that runs can help drivers grow acclimated to that 
size. Don’t begin a practice run without fi rst size. Don’t begin a practice run without fi rst 
noting the class and height of the vehicle. The noting the class and height of the vehicle. The 
online camper resource Camper Report notes online camper resource Camper Report notes 
that Class C RVs average 10 feet in height, that Class C RVs average 10 feet in height, 
while Class A RVs are typically between 13 while Class A RVs are typically between 13 
and 14 feet tall. Measure the height of your and 14 feet tall. Measure the height of your 
RV prior to your fi rst practice run so you can RV prior to your fi rst practice run so you can 
be sure you can make it beneath all overpass-be sure you can make it beneath all overpass-
es on your route.es on your route.

• Take a companion along. Drivers behind • Take a companion along. Drivers behind 
the wheel of a car or truck may not give a the wheel of a car or truck may not give a 
second thought to driving in reverse or navi-second thought to driving in reverse or navi-
gating their way around parking lots. But gating their way around parking lots. But 
such situations require some forethought, such situations require some forethought, 
and even a little help, when driving an RV and even a little help, when driving an RV 
for the fi rst time. A traveling companion can for the fi rst time. A traveling companion can 
direct drivers into and out of parking spots direct drivers into and out of parking spots 

Tips for fi rst-time RV driversTips for fi rst-time RV drivers
The beauty of the great outdoors beckons The beauty of the great outdoors beckons 

millions of nature-loving individuals each millions of nature-loving individuals each 
year. Camping is a great way to fully im-year. Camping is a great way to fully im-
merse oneself in nature. However, there’s merse oneself in nature. However, there’s 
often a learning curve with tent camping, often a learning curve with tent camping, 
especially in regard to sleeping comfortably.especially in regard to sleeping comfortably.

A tent is designed to keep campers out of A tent is designed to keep campers out of 
the elements and to prevent bugs from both-the elements and to prevent bugs from both-
ering campers while they sleep. Tents come ering campers while they sleep. Tents come 
in a variety of shapes and sizes — with some in a variety of shapes and sizes — with some 
larger tents even capable of sleeping six or larger tents even capable of sleeping six or 
more people. One of the most important more people. One of the most important 
components to consider when planning a components to consider when planning a 
camping trip is sleeping and bedding. A good camping trip is sleeping and bedding. A good 
night’s sleep is worth its weight in gold, and night’s sleep is worth its weight in gold, and 
can mean the difference between an enjoy-can mean the difference between an enjoy-
able experience and cranky, out-of-sorts able experience and cranky, out-of-sorts 
campers.campers.

The following are some guidelines to max-The following are some guidelines to max-
imize tent comfort while camping.imize tent comfort while camping.
Tent size and locationTent size and location

Calculate how many people will be on the Calculate how many people will be on the 
camping trip and how much space they will camping trip and how much space they will 
need to rest comfortably. Purchase or rent a need to rest comfortably. Purchase or rent a 
tent that will provide enough space. Multiple tent that will provide enough space. Multiple 
tents also can be used if the goal is to sepa-tents also can be used if the goal is to sepa-
rate family members. rate family members. 

The next consideration is where to set up The next consideration is where to set up 
camp. Look for a level area that is relatively camp. Look for a level area that is relatively 
free from debris. Clear away any rocks and free from debris. Clear away any rocks and 
twigs, as debris under the tent can damage it twigs, as debris under the tent can damage it 
and make it harder to fall asleep. and make it harder to fall asleep. 

Families may want to camp a short distance Families may want to camp a short distance 
from restroom facilities if they are available, from restroom facilities if they are available, 
which will make it easier for the midnight which will make it easier for the midnight 
bathroom breaks that inevitably crop up. bathroom breaks that inevitably crop up. 
Invest in quality gearInvest in quality gear

In addition to the tent, campers will need In addition to the tent, campers will need 
a tarp/ground cover to place under the tent. a tarp/ground cover to place under the tent. 
This helps prevent moisture seepage from the This helps prevent moisture seepage from the 
soil. soil. 

Next, determine how everyone will sleep, Next, determine how everyone will sleep, 
whether on the ground or in cots. Cots can be whether on the ground or in cots. Cots can be 
the most comfortable options, but they take the most comfortable options, but they take 
up a lot of space and can be heavy to trans-up a lot of space and can be heavy to trans-
port — which is less than ideal when back-port — which is less than ideal when back-

until they grow more acclimated to operating until they grow more acclimated to operating 
an RV.an RV.

• Utilize leveling blocks. RV leveling • Utilize leveling blocks. RV leveling 
blocks help RVs stay level when parked on blocks help RVs stay level when parked on 
sloped surfaces. The RV experts at TheRV-sloped surfaces. The RV experts at TheRV-
Geeks.com note that RVs need to be level in Geeks.com note that RVs need to be level in 
order for equipment to work properly. That’s order for equipment to work properly. That’s 
problematic if you park at a campsite with problematic if you park at a campsite with 
uneven ground. Even if equipment is func-uneven ground. Even if equipment is func-
tional when parked on marginally sloped tional when parked on marginally sloped 
surfaces, navigating your way through an surfaces, navigating your way through an 
RV parked on such ground is inconvenient if RV parked on such ground is inconvenient if 
not annoying. Leveling blocks also can keep not annoying. Leveling blocks also can keep 
jacks from sinking into soft ground, making jacks from sinking into soft ground, making 
them an inexpensive yet useful accessory for them an inexpensive yet useful accessory for 
any RV trip.any RV trip.

• Practice dumping your tanks. Drivers • Practice dumping your tanks. Drivers 
whose RVs have toilets will eventually need whose RVs have toilets will eventually need 
to dump their waste. Drivers should practice to dump their waste. Drivers should practice 
this in advance of their fi rst trip so they are this in advance of their fi rst trip so they are 
practiced when the time comes to do it on the practiced when the time comes to do it on the 
road. Tutorials on YouTube can teach drivers road. Tutorials on YouTube can teach drivers 
how to dump their tanks. Drivers also can how to dump their tanks. Drivers also can 
invest in a highly rated, thick sewer hose to invest in a highly rated, thick sewer hose to 
avoid being sprayed with waste while out on avoid being sprayed with waste while out on 
the road.the road.

RV travel is a great way to experience the RV travel is a great way to experience the 
open road. First-time RV drivers can try vari-open road. First-time RV drivers can try vari-
ous strategies to get used to what it’s like to ous strategies to get used to what it’s like to 
be behind the wheel of these unique vehicles.  be behind the wheel of these unique vehicles.  
FC219211FC219211

Tips for comfortable campingTips for comfortable camping

packing to a campsite. Infl atable mattresses packing to a campsite. Infl atable mattresses 
or sleeping pads can be used in conjunction or sleeping pads can be used in conjunction 
with sleeping bags to provide a soft, cush-with sleeping bags to provide a soft, cush-
ioned surface. Some are affordable at $40 ioned surface. Some are affordable at $40 
while others may cost as much as $300. Cost-while others may cost as much as $300. Cost-
lier options may be best for frequent campers.lier options may be best for frequent campers.
Account for the temperatureAccount for the temperature

Temperature will go a long way toward Temperature will go a long way toward 
improving or compromising comfort. Choose improving or compromising comfort. Choose 
sleeping bags rated for the temperature. If sleeping bags rated for the temperature. If 
you’ll be doing plenty of fall or winter camp-you’ll be doing plenty of fall or winter camp-
ing, you’ll have a place to sleep that’s de-ing, you’ll have a place to sleep that’s de-
signed to be used at the time of year you’re signed to be used at the time of year you’re 
camping.camping.

When sleeping in warm temperatures, dress When sleeping in warm temperatures, dress 
so you can add or remove layers as needed. A so you can add or remove layers as needed. A 
portable, battery-operated fan also can be a portable, battery-operated fan also can be a 
game-changer if it is hot and stuffy in the tent. game-changer if it is hot and stuffy in the tent. 
Adjust sound accordinglyAdjust sound accordingly

Some people love drifting off to sleep to Some people love drifting off to sleep to 
the sound of crickets, while others are kept the sound of crickets, while others are kept 
awake by the nighttime sounds of nature. awake by the nighttime sounds of nature. 
Foam earplugs can mute some of those Foam earplugs can mute some of those 
sounds and even the snoring of a tent part-sounds and even the snoring of a tent part-
ner. Campers also can set up a charged smart-ner. Campers also can set up a charged smart-
phone with a white noise app and use that to phone with a white noise app and use that to 
block out unwanted noises.block out unwanted noises.
Additional tipsAdditional tips

When traveling with kids, bring a few crea-When traveling with kids, bring a few crea-
ture comforts along, such as a favorite pair ture comforts along, such as a favorite pair 
of pajamas or stuffed animals. This can make of pajamas or stuffed animals. This can make 
the unfamiliar sounds and sights of sleeping the unfamiliar sounds and sights of sleeping 
outdoors a little less scary. Also, if possible, outdoors a little less scary. Also, if possible, 
do a trial run camping in the yard to gauge do a trial run camping in the yard to gauge 
how kids react in advance and plan accord-how kids react in advance and plan accord-
ingly to make improvements.  TF229292ingly to make improvements.  TF229292

Summer is the unoffi cial season of vaca-Summer is the unoffi cial season of vaca-
tions, especially for families. School is not tions, especially for families. School is not 
in session in summer, and kids’ often busy in session in summer, and kids’ often busy 
schedules may grind to a halt in summer, schedules may grind to a halt in summer, 
when sports leagues, dance classes and other when sports leagues, dance classes and other 
activities go on hiatus.activities go on hiatus.

School closures and a largely empty obli-School closures and a largely empty obli-
gation schedule makes summer a great time gation schedule makes summer a great time 
for families to go on vacation. Traditional for families to go on vacation. Traditional 
vacation hotspots like adventure parks and vacation hotspots like adventure parks and 
resorts merit consideration, but the follow-resorts merit consideration, but the follow-
ing are some unique family vacation ideas ing are some unique family vacation ideas 
that can help parents and their children make that can help parents and their children make 
lasting memories.lasting memories.

• Ballpark tour: For families that love • Ballpark tour: For families that love 
baseball, a summer ballpark tour can be a baseball, a summer ballpark tour can be a 
truly unique experience. Whether families truly unique experience. Whether families 
prefer Major League Baseball and its large prefer Major League Baseball and its large 
ballparks or the more intimate settings at mi-ballparks or the more intimate settings at mi-
nor league stadiums, there’s no shortage of nor league stadiums, there’s no shortage of 
options on a ballpark tour. Both MLB and options on a ballpark tour. Both MLB and 
minor league stadiums tend to be located in minor league stadiums tend to be located in 
large or mid-size cities, which means there’s large or mid-size cities, which means there’s 
plenty to do in between games as well.plenty to do in between games as well.

• Camper/RV trip: A family vacation in • Camper/RV trip: A family vacation in 

Unique family vacation ideasUnique family vacation ideas
a camper or RV is a cozy way for families a camper or RV is a cozy way for families 
to bond as they vacation at their own pace. to bond as they vacation at their own pace. 
National parks across the United States and National parks across the United States and 
Canada make for ideal places to visit when Canada make for ideal places to visit when 
touring each country in a camper or RV. But touring each country in a camper or RV. But 
there’s really no limit to the experiences there’s really no limit to the experiences 
families can enjoy on self-driving trips when families can enjoy on self-driving trips when 
their beds are on board for the ride.their beds are on board for the ride.

• History road trip: Historical landmarks • History road trip: Historical landmarks 
dot the North American landscape, making a dot the North American landscape, making a 
history road trip a fun way to hit the road and history road trip a fun way to hit the road and 
learn a little something along the way. Ameri-learn a little something along the way. Ameri-
can history buffs have no shortage of historic can history buffs have no shortage of historic 
sites to see regardless of which region of the sites to see regardless of which region of the 
country they plan to visit or which period of country they plan to visit or which period of 
history most intrigues them, from the Revo-history most intrigues them, from the Revo-
lutionary War to the California Gold Rush to lutionary War to the California Gold Rush to 
the American Civil War and more. Canadian the American Civil War and more. Canadian 
history buffs can go all the way back to the history buffs can go all the way back to the 
days of the dinosaurs at the Dinosaur Provin-days of the dinosaurs at the Dinosaur Provin-
cial Park in Alberta or visit Nova Scotia to cial Park in Alberta or visit Nova Scotia to 
see the eighteenth century economic and mil-see the eighteenth century economic and mil-
itary hub the Fortress of Louisbourg, which is itary hub the Fortress of Louisbourg, which is 
the largest historical reconstruction in North the largest historical reconstruction in North 
America.America.

• Urban tours: One of the joys of visiting • Urban tours: One of the joys of visiting 
Europe is the chance to travel from city to Europe is the chance to travel from city to 
city without spending too much time in the city without spending too much time in the 
car or on the train between stops. Though car or on the train between stops. Though 
North America might be more spread out, North America might be more spread out, 
families can still tour various urban locales in families can still tour various urban locales in 
a single vacation. Parents can pick a region of a single vacation. Parents can pick a region of 
the country (such as the northeastern United the country (such as the northeastern United 
States) and then plan road trips that enable States) and then plan road trips that enable 

them to visit different cities in that area over them to visit different cities in that area over 
the course of a week to two weeks. Make an the course of a week to two weeks. Make an 
effort to try the foods each city is known for effort to try the foods each city is known for 
and visit a local landmark, making sure to and visit a local landmark, making sure to 
leave time to walk around so everyone can leave time to walk around so everyone can 
get a feel for what a day in each city is like.get a feel for what a day in each city is like.

Family vacations can be as unique as the Family vacations can be as unique as the 
individuals taking them.  SL236998individuals taking them.  SL236998
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